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Water figures in France 
(rough estimates) 

500 Billion M3 (rain & snow): 

• 300 Billion = evapotranspired 

• 200 Billion = renewable 
resource/year 

• 120 Billion infiltrated, including 117 
ending to the sea 

• 80 Billion runoff to lakes & rivers, 
including 59 ending to the sea, & 18 
transbordered to our neighbours 

• 6 Billion finally consumed by people 

 

NB: we consume hardly 3% of total 
theoretical resource, but we are not 
alone depending on it... 

160 000 jobs 

€ 29 000 millions, including: 

€ 21 000 millions for water supply and 
sanitation 

€  4 000 millions for industry 

€  5 000 millions for river & 
environment management, 
including administration & 
knowledge 

I. Introduction 
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Basin committee:  

Stakeholders are decision makers 



Background of water policy in France 

  River basin 
institutions 

Good water  
status 
2015 

1964  
Water Act 

1992  
Water Act 

2000 
WFD 

Water  
management 

plans 

2006 
Water bodies 

 Act 

2009 
2 “Grenelle of  

Env. ” Bills 

Adaptation 
plan 
2011 



French basics of IWRM  

 At watershed level 

 Financing water with water 

 Users are payers and decision-makers 

 Each drop of water used/polluted is charged 

 Each water bill is taxed to contribute to the basin budget 

 Water (basin) Agencies operate the basin budget 
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Water uses (million m3) 

Energy specificity  

A recent decoupling of water use towards 
population 
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Basin consumption & pollution taxes 
(current €) 

Source : Annexe au projet de loi de finances pour 2010 Agences de l’eau 
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Raw abstractions of water resources in France: about 32 billions M3/year 

II. Recent trends 
on water abstraction & pollution 

Agriculture,  industry and energy use 82% of water but 
only pay 18% of basin taxes (consumption & pollution 
taxes) 



Expected changes/new pressures at 2050 

    1. An increase of “2003-like” heatwaves frequency: from 1/100 years 
today, it could reach the frequency of 1/3 years in 2100 (scenario 
SEEIDD/ARPEGE model)  

    2. A deficit of 2 billion m3 of renewable freshwaters  if unchanged 
(present) demands of the 3 main water uses (agricultural, industrial, et 
domestical) 

    3. A reduction of 15 to 30% of average river flows 

   4. A « natural » warming of surface waters, the temperature of which 
could exceed the maximum temperature regulatory authorized for  
industrial thermal discharges: industrial and natural risks would 
therefore contribute to a mutual temperature increase detrimental to 
impacted ecosystems 
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Evolution of pollutants in surface waters 

Nitrates are still worrying… 

… while legumes  
crops regress  

Pollution pressures 



• 3.5 Millions ha wetlands drained by agriculture  out of 
original 6 millions ha of wetlands 

• 3 millions ha drained since 1970 

• 30 000 to 80 000 ha artificialized per year/urbanization, 
transport… 

• About 5 to 10% reduction of groundwater 
annual restocking? 

Drainage and urbanization effects do 
increase scarcity 



III. Political responses to pressures 

III.1. Good Ecological Status of the European 
Water Framework Directive (EU/WFD) 

 and French LEMA 2006 

 Implement all existing water directives

 Treat urban stormwaters

 Reduce N & P

 Reconstruct rivers continuity

 Involve citizens & civil society (public particip.)

 Full costs transparency & recovery of environmental externalities : 

local environmental expertise  & economical monitoring 

 Financial program 2010-2015 of € 27 billions covering all basins

French goal within EU/WFD: Targeting 66% of 

water bodies in Good Ecological Status at 2015 



Adapt resources abstractions to give their share to the ecosystems needs 
 

National Wetlands Plan adopted in 2010. Acquire 20,000 hectares of wetlands to 

secure their ecological services, including flood prevention and water 

purification: 50% support of Water agencies. Increase knowledge through 

research, etc... 

 
Restore fresh water ecosystems & ecological continuity; reduce obstacles to fish 
migrations. Hydropower charter signed &  “green and blue belt” created. 
Increase of basin taxes for energetic production planned for 2012.   
 
Reduce drinking water supply leaks : water proofing subsidies in place of new 
intakes. All utilities to produce performance diagnosis and plans. 

 

Recover and re-use rain water while complying with  health standards 
 
Forbid  phosphates in detergents from 2012 onwards  
 
98% of the wastewater treatment plants at EU standards before 2012 and 100% 
before 2015. This target relates to 146 large plants not complying in 2007.  
 

Protect catchment areas of all drinking water supplies: 500 before 2012  

 

Increase environmental benchmarking to provide better information 

III.2. Grenelle water commitments 



 Goals:  

1. Improve knowledge on water impacts under different adaptative scenarii 

2. Built efficient monitoring tools  

3. Develop water savings & increase water use efficiency 

4. Save 20% of abstracted water before 2020  (exception of winter stored water) 

5. Adapt economic development & land use planning to the locally available 
water resource  

6. Integrate climate change impacts into water planning, notably in the Xth 

financial program of water agencies (2013-2018) and in the next master plans 
(SDAGE 2016-2021).   

7. Select crops adapted to dry summers 

III.3. National Adaptation Plan 2011: 
Water, Agriculture & Energy measures 

impacting on water (PNACC, July 2011) 



• Increase water economics knowledge, to foster a green water 
economy 

• Adapt pricing instruments to the new consumption and pollution 
realities 

• Standardize valuation and payments for water ecosystemic 
services 

• Together with EU, OECD, FAO & UNEP: 

1. Produce a water & ecosystem prevention toolbox, based upon 
consistent economic accounts integrating natural assets, including 
economic values of natural infrastructures, natural resources and 
ecosystemic services 

2. Develop consistent benchmarking indicators such as robust water 
footprint(s)   

3. Develop incitative instruments for prevention of resources & 
ecosystems destruction 

IV. How to improve our toolbox? 



 Reviewing the annual benefits of achieving the Good Ecological 
Status of EWFD: nearly no environment benefits monetized; only a 
small part of commercial benefits could be taken into account: no 
health, fisheries, nor tourism impacts integrated 



Economic benefits of wetland conservation: 
towards actual payments of ecosystemic services 



CONCLUSIONS 
Approaching 2015 & preparing the 2nd program targeting the good ecological 

status (2016-2022) we can draw the following lessons : 

• French IWRM at basin scale worked rather efficiently on industrial and domestic water 
uses, combining all policy instruments: national regulations, multistakeholders governance 
at each territorial level, E.U standards, financial & cost-recovery mechanisms based upon 
consumer and polluter-pays principles, & basin solidarity: decoupling growth from 
quantitative use of water seems achievable. 

• BUT more preventive mechanisms are now needed to secure water resources & 
ecosystems. New wetlands plan should control drainage. EWFD invites to improve the cost 
recovery of environmental pressures of  energy and agriculture. Water can't pay alone for 
resources and ecosystems' securing. 

• Thermal & continuity impacts of energy need detailed scientific & economic evidence both 
at local and basin scale; participatory governance and negotiation help finding solutions 
with technological innovation  

• Water sectorial policy cannot solve alone the water-biodiversity-food-energy nexus: 
environment supports externalities transferred from other sectors that increase the water 
scarcity: sustainable development must rather be integrated into all sectorial policies.  

• Sound political decisions anticipating water crisis relies upon well documented knowledge 
regarding the sustainable ecological and economical impacts of the local and basin 
choices. Such knowledge must be locally shared, debated and understood. 


